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Introduction 

Bitrix Intranet Portal includes modules providing teamwork functions enabling to 
handle documents in the context of an intranet portal. 

The Business Process module supports simple, step by step information block 
element processing (a separate linear time-limited process) as well as complex 
state-driven processes. 

Note. The Business Process module can run only on PHP 5 or better. You have 
to check your PHP version before installing this module. 

The Business Process Designer module enables users to create and edit 
business process templates. 

Note. The Business Process Designer module is included in the Bitrix Intranet 
Portal: Enterprise Edition. 

The purpose of this manual is to give users and developers an insight of features of 
these modules. 

This manual is for users and developers of Intranet portals powered by Bitrix 
Intranet Portal. This documents presumes that the readers are well acquainted with 
the vocabulary and notions used in Bitrix software. 

Otherwise, it is strongly recommended that you thoroughly read the following help 
topics before you proceed with this document: 

§ Information Blocks 
http://www.bitrixsoft.com/help/source/iblock/help/en/index.php.html  

§ Workflow 
http://www.bitrixsoft.com/help/source/workflow/help/en/index.php.html  
 

http://www.bitrixsoft.com/help/source/iblock/help/en/index.php.html
http://www.bitrixsoft.com/help/source/workflow/help/en/index.php.html
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Chapter 1.  
General Principles 

A business process is the flow of information (or documents) by a previously 
defined route or scheme. A business process scheme can specify one or more input 
and output points. 

The real world may presume different, sometimes very extraordinary information 
flows. A simple process of document publishing can contain a variety of possible 
actions and algorithm forks, may require different input data and user notifications. 

The Business Processes module provides user interface to create and edit 
business processes. This editor is so simple that even an ordinary employee, not a 
programmer, can use it. The main principle behind all the operations a user 
performs in the editor is a drag’n’drop technology widely used in modern 
applications. A business process template can be created in a special visual editor. 

The company specific information flow is defined by the business process template 
which is comprised by a range of actions. An action can be any entity of your choice: 
document creation; e-mail message sending; database record creation etc. 

The product distribution package contains dozens of built-in actions and some 
typical business processes which can be used to model most frequent activities. 
Some actions allow injections of custom scripts or PHP code. Furthermore, you can 
create your own actions and use them in business processes. 

The created (or existing) business process template can be run manually or 
automatically depending on the parameters. The way the business process is run 
does not affect the execution. A business process can have multiple instances, each 
running independently. The system performs automatic scheduling, saves and 
restores  the state of each instance; keeps the execution log for each business 
process instance for further analysis. 

The two generic business process types exist, both of them supported by the 
Business Processes module: 

§ sequential business process to perform a series of consecutive actions 
on a document, from a predefined start point to a predefined end point;  

§ state-driven business process not having start and end points; instead, 
the workflow changes the process status. Such business processes can 
finish at any stage. 
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A Sequential Business Process 
The sequential modus is generally used for processes having a predefined limited 
lifecycle. The typical example is creation and approval of a text document. Any 
sequential process usually includes several actions between the start and end 
points (fig. 1.1). 

 

Fig. 1.1 Typical scheme of a sequential business process 

A Status Driven Business Process 
Status driven approach is used when a process does not have a definite time frame 
and can recur or can cycle on the same status due to nature of production or office 
style (for example: continuous update of product documentation).  

The creation of a status driven process template is not so simple as for sequential 
processes, but it opens wide possibilities to automate information processing. A 
typical scheme for such processes consists of several statuses which in their turn 
include actions and status change conditions (fig. 1.2). 
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Fig. 1.2 A status driven business process template 

Each action in a status is usually a finite sequential process whose design is defined 
by the nature of actions performed on information in a given status. 

A status is not just a bit in a digital world to define the degree of document 
readiness; instead, it serves as a descriptor of a real world process cycle.  

You can manage business processes in Control Panel as well as in the public 
section. This manual discusses using business processes in the public section. 
Handling of business process functions in Control Panel is different only in the 
aspect of user interface; the logic is absolutely identical to the public section. 

The Roles 
You can create roles to simplify operations that the persons involved in a business 
process are to carry out. A role is a set of users combined into a separate user 
group for performing certain actions. If you intend to use roles, the best time to 
define them is prior to creating the business process template because it will simplify 
further template configuration. 

Note: you can assign persons to business process activities manually, by barely 
adding them from the common user list. Going one level of abstraction up, you 
can create groups (roles) for frequent, similar business processes. 

You will find exhaustive information about user groups in the system administration 
training course: 
http://www.bitrixsoft.com/support/training/course/lesson.php?COURSE_ID=20&ID=1101. 

The Statuses 
A status is a superset of simple consecutive business processes to combine them in 
a single complex process; each of the simple underlying processes can pass control 
to other simple processes inside a status in the predefined or random order. 

http://www.bitrixsoft.com/support/training/course/lesson.php?COURSE_ID=20&ID=1101
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A status can contain any number of actions. An action in a status is a simple 
consecutive business process. 

You are advised to make up the types of statuses and their names prior to creating 
a business process template. The statuses itself can be created when creating a 
business process template. 

Typical Business Processes 
The most common business processes are included in junior editions (Bitrix 
Intranet Portal: Office and Bitrix Intranet Portal: Extranet ) as read-only 
constructions. You can configure them to handle the required documents, but 
cannot change the logic. The Bitrix Intranet Portal: Enterprise Edition includes 
the visual editor in which you can edit standard and create your own business 
processes. 

The typical business processes are created automatically when installing Bitrix 
Intranet Portal. If, however, the typical constructions have not been created, the 
business process templates page will show the notification message (fig. 1.3): 

 

Fig. 1.3 The typical business process notification 

Click Create Standard Business Processes. The page will reload and show the 
list of created typical business process templates (fig. 1.4). 

 

Fig. 1.4 The typical business processes 
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You can edit, delete and configure the typical template like any other type of 
template. 

Note: You cannot delete the template of a running business process. 

"Simple Approval / Vote" Sequential Process 

Recommended when a decision is to be made by a simple majority of votes. You 
can assign the persons whose votes are to be obtained, and give them an option to 
comment their decision. When voting completes, the persons involved are informed 
of the result. 

"First  Approval" Sequential Process 

Recommended when a single opinion is sufficient. When starting, the business 
process takes a list of persons who are allowed to make a decision. The process 
completes when a first vote occurs. 

"Approve Document With States" Process 

Recommended when mutual agreement is required to approve a document. 

"Two-stage Approval" Sequential Process 

Recommended when a document requires preliminary expert evaluation before 
being approved. During the first process stage, a document is attested by an expert. 
If an expert rejects the document, the latter is returned to an originator for revision. 
Otherwise, in case the document is approved, it is conveyed for the final vote to be 
passed by a selected group of employees on the simple majority basis. If the final 
vote fails, the document is returned for revision, and the approval procedure starts 
from the beginning. 

"Expert Opinion" Sequential Process 

Recommended for situations when a person who is to approve or reject a document 
needs expert comments on it. This process creates a group of experts each of which 
expresses their opinion on the document. Then, the opinions are passed over to the 
person who makes the final decision. 

"Read Document" Sequential Process 

Recommended when employees are to familiarize with a document. On input, the 
process takes a group of users who are to be notified. The recipients have an option 
to leave comments on the document. 
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Chapter 2.  
Configuration 

Using business processes require special configuration to be applied to the entities 
involved. 

Note: the Business Processes module has no settings to configure. 

Configuring the Information Blocks 
An information block needs to be configured so that its documents and files could 
work in business process mode. This kind of configuration can be performed by the 
system administrator or ordinary users having the Full Access permission for the 
Business Process module. 

Note. An information block cannot be set to support Workflow and Business 
Process mode simultaneously. 

q Open the information block parameters page (Content > Information 
Blocks > Information Blocks Types > required information block type > 
required information block). 

q Click the Information Block tab and select business process in Used 
in Workflow or Business Process (fig. 2.1). 

Now the information block can be used in business processes. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Setting an information block to support business processes 

If you have created special user groups for using with business processes, you have 
to assign appropriate permissions to that user groups. 

q Click the Access tab (fig. 2.2) and select the Business Process 
permission for each of the specially created user groups. 
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Fig. 2.2 Enabling the business process permission for user groups 

q Save changes. 

Having done the configuration, you will see the Business Process button on the 
context toolbar (fig. 2.3). This button opens the list of existing business process 
templates. 

 

Fig. 2.3 The Business Process button on the context toolbar 
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Chapter 3.  
The Business Process Designer 

The Business Process Designer is a special module enabling to create and edit 
the business process templates. You can invoke the designer by selecting Edit or 
Create Business Process commands on the business process templates page (fig. 
1.4). The designer layout depends on the kind of a business process being edited. 
The following picture (fig. 3.1) shows the state-driven template loaded in the 
designer. 

 

Fig. 3.1 The designer showing the state-driven business process template 

Whenever you open an action for editing, a consecutive business process editor will 
load. The following picture illustrates the consecutive business process editor (fig. 
3.2). 
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Fig. 3.2 A consecutive process loaded in the designer 

The special panel on the right of the designer screen displays the command bar 
consisting of the four groups: 

§ Document Processing: the commands which represent the document 
update stages; 

§ Constructions: the flow control operators; 
§ Interactive Settings: the commands to send messages about an event 

occurring during the process execution time; 
§ Other: the service commands not related to the previously mentioned 

groups. 

The command names are self-descriptive. You can add commands by simply 
dragging and dropping a command to the process. Having outlined the process in 
general, set the properties of each action and configure the process parameters. 
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Chapter 4.  
Creating a Business Process Template 

A business process template can be created in Control Panel as well as in the public 
section. This manual discusses the method of template creation in the public 
section. The similar operations in Control Panel is different only in the terms of user 
interface. 

Note.  If an information block is displayed not using the Document Library 
component, you can create a business process for that information block only in 
Control Panel. 

The making of a business process is not a trivial task. A creator should possess 
logical cast of mind and the in-depth knowledge of what is really going on in the 
company, which and what kind of processes take place. Certain business process 
elements, while seemingly simple, might produce very complex schemes. 

To create a business process template: 

q Configure the information block as prescribed in Configuring the 
Information Blocks. 

q Open the document library page which displays the documents of this 
information block. (For example: Documents > Shared Documents). 

q Click Business Processes on the context toolbar. This will open the list 
of existing business processes (fig. 1.4). 

Creating a Consecutive Business Process Template 

q Click Create Consecutive Business Process on the context toolbar to 
open the visual designer. The template parameters form will be 
displayed (fig. 4.1). 
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Fig. 4.1 The business process template parameters 

Specify here the business process name and description. Select when the process 
is to be launched automatically, if required. 

Note: It is recommended to use automatic run for processes that do not require 
changing parameters. 

q Click the Parameters tab to assign the input parameters that the 
process will use at run time. 

We shall use the parameters to create roles that the persons involved in the 
business process will carry out. 

q Click Add Parameter. This will open the parameter creation form (fig. 
4.2). 
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Fig. 4.2 Creating a business process parameter 

q Specify the parameter ID.  

q Give the parameter a name. 

q Provide the role description. 

q Select User as the parameter type. 

You can use any parameter type depending on the parameter role. Since we create 
a user role parameter, we have selected the appropriate type (User). 

q Mark the parameter as required. This option, when selected, specifies 
that the business process will not start without this parameter. 

q Mark the parameter as multiple. Multiple parameters enables to assign 
more than one person to a role. Since an employee can fall sick, take a 
leave or induce other situation resulting in the person’s unavailability, 
the role must have a replacement person. 

q Click  in the Default… field. This will open a list of user groups and 
users allowed to access this information block (fig. 4.3). 
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Fig. 4.3 The user list 

q Select a user group or a user to which you want to assign the role and 
click Insert. The selected entry will be set as the default performer. 

Note: if you fail to provide a default performer in this field or similar fields of this 
and other forms, the user groups having the write access to this information block 
will be used as default performers. 

q Click ОК to create the parameter. 

Repeat these steps to create all the parameters you are intending for your process.  

q Click Save. The system will save the business process parameters and 
revert to the business process template designer. 

q Add actions to your business process in the required order (Fig. 4.4). 
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Fig. 4.4 The actions in the business process designer 

Now set the parameters of the actions you have added. You can invoke the action 
parameters form by clicking . The parameters form varies depending on the 
underlying action. The following example considers the parameters form for the E-
Mail Message action. 

Click  in the E-Mail Message action title. This will open the action parameters box 
(fig. 4.5). Fill in the form fields. 
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Fig. 4.5 The action parameters form 

You can select the field values by clicking buttons , which opens the value 
selection form (fig. 4.6). 

The value selection form can be used to select values for the fields of the following 
types: 

§ Template Parameters: selects values for parameters assigned for a current 
template. 

§ Document Fields: selects values for parameters assigned for a current 
information block. 

§ Users: selects the system users (user groups or individual users). 
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Fig. 4.6 The value selection form 

To select a value, expand the appropriate group and double-click the required item. 

The values in this form are pre-filtered according to the field type and/or access. For 
example, the form shows only the user groups whose access permission is at least 
“view” in respect of the current information block. Similarly, the Document Fields 
group shows only the values related to a current field type: only the date and time 
values are displayed for the date fields. 

q Save changes. The form will close returning you back to the business 
process template designer. 

q Specify parameters for each action analogously. 

q Having done editing the business process template, click Save. This will 
save the template and open the business processes form. 

Creating a State-Driven Business Process Template 

q Click Create State-Driven Business Process on the context toolbar to 
open the business process designer. The business process template 
parameters form will open automatically (fig. 4.1). 

q Specify the template parameters analogously to the consecutive 
business process. 
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Creating States 

q Click Add State. This will open the state parameters dialog box (fig. 
4.7). 

 

Fig. 4.7 Setting the state parameters 

q Give the state a name. 

q Add user groups or users to the Read and Write permission fields. 
Typically, the Read permission can be granted to all who can control 
the process flow. The Write permission should be given only to users 
who create entities or can change the process status in this business 
process. 

q Click Save. 

q Create all the states implied by your business process in the similar 
fashion. 

Creating Commands 

Now you have to create a command loop for each process and link the states. 

q In the Draft state, click Add to open the action list (fig. 4.8). 
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Fig. 4.8 Adding commands to a state 

q Select Command in the menu. This will bring up the command 
parameters dialog box (fig. 4.9). 

 

Fig. 4.9 Setting the action parameters 

q Set the action title. Add a user group and/or users allowed to perform 
the action. 

q Select the state to which a document is to be moved when the action 
completes (if this action changes the flow state). 

q Click Save. The dialog box will close, and the state will show the 
command you have just added. 
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Create all the required commands in the similar way. Now the state has a complete 
set of commands (fig. 4.10). 

 

Fig. 4.10 The state showing the commands added 

q Create actions for each state. 

Each of the commands of a state is a separate consecutive business process. Now 
you have to create these business processes. 

q Double-click the command name. This will open the business process 
designer. 

The creation of a business process for a command is similar to creating a 
consecutive business process (see Creating a Consecutive Business Process 
Template). 

q Create and configure the business processes for each command and 
for each state. 

q Having done creating the business consecutive processes, click Save 
in the process designer. 

Now the business process template is ready. 
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Chapter 5.  
Running a Business Process 

If the algorithm of the business process you have created is correct, employees will 
find no difficulty handling documents using your business process. If an action 
provides notifications, an employee receives a message via the e-mail or the 
Intranet messenger and can start carrying out their portion of work right upon 
message receipt. 

Launching a Business Process 
A business process can be started manually or automatically. 

Note: A document can be a subject of multiple simultaneously running business 
processes. 

Unattended Run 

A business process can be run automatically if the corresponding option is activated 
in the business process settings (fig. 4.1): the launch will take place if a document is 
created and/or modified. 

Otherwise, an operator can run the business process manually. 

Manual Run 

To run a business process: 

q Open the Document Library page containing a document on which a 
process is to be started. 

q Select Business Process in the action menu (fig. 5.1). 
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Fig. 5.1 Running a business process manually 

This will open the Run New Business Process page showing the business process 
templates existing for this document library section (i.e. for this information block) 
(fig. 5.2). 

 

Fig. 5.2 Selecting a business process template for launch 

Note: pay special attention to the business process description when creating a 
business process template. The description provided is displayed on the Start 
Business Process page; it should be as clear as possible because it will be the 
guideline for users when they select a business process to start. 
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q Select a required business process template and click the template 
name to open the template parameters form (fig. 5.3). 

 

Fig. 5.3 Setting the business process start-up parameters 

q In the example shown on the picture above, we have to select users by 
clicking buttons  and opening the user selection form (fig. 4.3). Fill in 
other required fields. 

q Click Start. The business process will launch according to the template 
and settings. 

You can view the business processes started on a document in the Business 
Processes column of the document list (fig. 5.4). 

 

Fig. 5.4 The documents page showing the business processes started for the Common 
Documents 
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If a currently logged in person has tasks assigned to them by a business process, 
the column will show the Tasks link which, when clicked, opens the user tasks page 
(fig. 5.5). 

 

Fig. 5.5 The page showing tasks assigned to a user 

The Business Process Execution 
A robust business process must envisage the system of notifications to inform users 
of their engagement to carry out tasks stipulated by the business process. The 
notifications can be sent by the e-mail or the Intranet portal messenger. 

The following figure shows a sample notification received in the Bitrix Intranet Portal 
messaging system: 

 

Fig. 5.6 A notification informing of changing the document state 
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When a user receives a notification, they can proceed with performing actions on a 
document. 

If a user does not receive the notification for some reason, the following methods 
can be used to learn about the user’s task: 

§ by opening the documents page (fig. 5.4); 
§ by opening Business Processes favorite page in the user’s profile page 

(fig. 5.7); 
§ by clicking the Business Processes hot spot in the Bitrix Intranet Portal 

header (fig. 5.8). 

The Business Processes tab also displays the history of tasks a user has 
completed (fig. 5.7). 

 

Fig. 5.7 The Business Processes tab 

If a user has pending tasks, an animated business process icon in the portal site 
header reminds a user of such tasks (fig. 5.8). A user can click this icon to open the 
task list and view their tasks. 

 

Fig. 5.8 The animated business process icon 

To carry out a business process task: 

q Click the Carry Out link in the Actions column (fig. 5.7) to open the 
task page (fig. 5.9). 
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Fig. 5.9 The task page 

Carry out the required operations by clicking the command link (for example, Go to 
Document as on the picture). If the action requires additional activity on the user 
side (e.g. commenting a document), do what the business process stipulates.  

Finally, as soon as the task is complete, a user has to change the state of this 
business process stage. To put it another way, a business process action is required 
to be performed to allow the business process to proceed. A business process can 
have a variety of actions assigned to it at the design time. The fig. 5.9 shows the 
Done action button for the Read Document business process. Different business 
processes can presume different commands. 

After a user has completed the action, the business process proceeds according to 
the template, and the action becomes archived. 
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Final Notes 

Bitrix Intranet Portal contains essential process flow management tools enabling to 
implement business processes in the information infrastructure of your company. 

You can ask your questions at the Bitrix corporate forum: 

http://www.bitrixsoft.com/support/forums.php 

Should you have any difficulty using Bitrix software, do not hesitate to send a 
request to the technical support service: 

http://www.bitrixsoft.com/support/index.php  

http://www.bitrixsoft.com/support/forums.php
http://www.bitrixsoft.com/support/index.php
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